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KINEMATIC WAVES

16.1 INTRODUCTION

The one-dimensional theory of sedimentation was introduced in a classic
paper by Kynch (1952), and the methods he used have since been expanded
to cover a wide range of other multiphase flows. In chapter 14 we introduced
the concept of drift flux models and showed how these can be used to analyse
and understand a class of steady flows in which the relative motion between
the phases is determined by external forces and the component properties.
The present chapter introduces the use of the drift flux method to analyse
the formation, propagation and stability of concentration (or kinematic)
waves. For a survey of this material, the reader may wish to consult Wallis
(1969).

The general concept of a kinematic wave was first introduced by Lighthill
and Whitham (1955) and the reader is referred to Whitham (1974) for a
rigorous treatment of the subject. Generically, kinematic waves occur when a
functional relation connects the fluid density with the flux of some physically
conserved quantity such as mass. In the present context a kinematic (or
concentration) wave is a gradient or discontinuity in the volume fraction,
α. We will refer to such gradients or discontinuities as local structure in the
flow; only multiphase flows with a constant and uniform volume fraction will
be devoid of such structure. Of course, in the absence of any relative motion
between the phases or components, the structure will simply be convected at
the common velocity in the mixture. Such flows may still be non-trivial if the
changing density at some Eulerian location causes deformation of the flow
boundaries and thereby creates a dynamic problem. But we shall not follow
that path here. Rather this chapter will examine, the velocity of propagation
of the structure when there is relative motion between the phases. Then,
inevitably, the structure will propagate at a velocity that does not necessarily
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correspond to the velocity of either of the phases or components. Thus it is
a genuinely propagating wave. When the pressure gradients associated with
the wave are negligible and its velocity of propagation is governed by mass
conservation alone, we call the waves kinematic to help distinguish them
from the dynamic waves in which the primary gradient or discontinuity is
in the pressure rather than the volume fraction.

16.2 TWO-COMPONENT KINEMATIC WAVES

16.2.1 Basic analysis

Consider the most basic model of two-component pipe flow (components A
and B) in which the relative motion is non-negligible. We shall assume a
pipe of uniform cross-section. In the absence of phase change the continuity
equations become

∂αA

∂t
+
∂jA
∂s

= 0 ;
∂αB

∂t
+
∂jB
∂s

= 0 (16.1)

For convenience we set α = αA = 1 − αB. Then, using the standard notation
of equations 15.5 to 15.8, we expand α, jA and jB in terms of their mean
values (denoted by an overbar) and harmonic perturbations (denoted by the
tilde) at a frequency ω in the form used in expressions 15.5. The solution
for the mean flow is simply

d(j̄A + j̄B)
ds

=
dj̄

ds
= 0 (16.2)

and therefore j̄ is a constant. Moreover, the following equations for the
perturbations emerge:

∂j̃A
∂s

+ iωα̃ = 0 ;
∂j̃B
∂s

− iωα̃ = 0 (16.3)

Now consider the additional information that is necessary in order to
determine the dispersion equation and therefore the different modes of wave
propagation that can occur in this flow. First, we note that

jA = αj + jAB ; jB = (1 − α)j − jAB (16.4)

and it is convenient to replace the variables, jA and jB, by j, the total
volumetric flux, and jAB, the drift flux. Substituting these expressions into
equations 16.3, we obtain

∂j̃

∂s
= 0 ;

∂(j̄α̃+ j̃AB)
∂s

+ iωα̃ = 0 (16.5)
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Figure 16.1. Kinematic wave speeds and shock speeds in a drift flux chart.

The first of these yields a uniform and constant value of j̃ that corresponds
to a synchronous motion in which the entire length of the multiphase flow
in the pipe is oscillating back and forth in unison. Such motion is not of
interest here and we shall assume for the purposes of the present analysis
that j̃ = 0.

The second equation 16.5 has more interesting implications. It represents
the connection between the two remaining fluctuating quantities, j̃AB and α̃.
To proceed further it is therefore necessary to find a second relation connect-
ing these same quantities. It now becomes clear that, from a mathematical
point of view, there is considerable simplicity in the the Drift Flux Model
(chapter 14), in which it is assumed that the relative motion is governed by a
simple algebraic relation connecting jAB and α, We shall utilize that model
here and assume the existence of a known, functional relation, jAB(α). Then
the second equation 16.5 can be written as(

j̄ +
djAB

dα

∣∣∣∣
ᾱ

)
∂α̃

∂s
+ iωα̃ = 0 (16.6)

where djAB/dα is evaluated at α = ᾱ and is therefore a known function of
ᾱ. It follows that the dispersion relation yields a single wave type given by
the wavenumber, κ, and wave velocity, c, where

κ = − ω

j̄ + djAB
dα

∣∣∣
ᾱ

and c = j̄ +
djAB

dα

∣∣∣∣
ᾱ

(16.7)

This is called a kinematic wave since its primary characteristic is the
perturbation in the volume fraction and it travels at a velocity close to
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the velocity of the components. Indeed, in the absence of relative motion
c→ j̄ = uA = uB.

The expression 16.7 (and the later expression 16.14 for the kinematic shock
speed) reveal that the propagation speed of kinematic waves (and shocks)
relative to the total volumetric flux, j, can be conveniently displayed in a
drift flux chart as illustrated in figure 16.1. The kinematic wave speed at a
given volume fraction is the slope of the tangent to the drift flux curve at
that point (plus j). This allows a graphical and comparative display of wave
speeds that, as we shall demonstrate, is very convenient in flows that can
be modeled using the drift flux methodology.

16.2.2 Kinematic wave speed at flooding

In section 14.3.1 (and figure 14.2) we identified the phenomenon of flooding
and drew the analogies to choking in gas dynamics and open-channel flow.
Note that in these analogies, the choked flow is independent of conditions
downstream because signals (small amplitude waves) cannot travel upstream
through the choked flow since the fluid velocity there is equal to the small
amplitude wave propagation speed relative to the fluid. Hence in the lab-
oratory frame, the upstream traveling wave speed is zero. The same holds
true in a flooded flow as illustrated in figure 16.2 which depicts flooding at
a volume fraction of αf and volume fluxes, jAf and jBf . From the geometry

Figure 16.2. Conditions of flooding at a volume fraction of αf and volume
fluxes jAf and jBf .
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of this figure it follows that

jAf + jBf = jf = = − djAB

dα

∣∣∣∣
αf

(16.8)

and therefore the kinematic wave speed at the flooding condition, cf is

cf = jf +
djAB

dα

∣∣∣∣
αf

= 0 (16.9)

Thus the kinematic wave speed in the laboratory frame is zero and small
disturbances cannot propagate through flooded flow. Consequently, the flow
is choked just as it is in the gas dynamic or open channel flow analogies.

One way to visualize this limit in a practical flow is to consider coun-
tercurrent flow in a vertical pipe whose cross-sectional area decreases as a
function of axial position until it reaches a throat. Neglecting the volume
fraction changes that could result from the changes in velocity and there-
fore pressure, the volume flux intercepts in figure 16.2, jA and jB, therefore
increase with decreasing area. Flooding or choking will occur at a throat
when the fluxes reach the flooding values, jAf and jBf . The kinematic wave
speed at the throat is then zero.

16.2.3 Kinematic waves in steady flows

In many, nominally steady two-phase flows there is sufficient ambient noise
or irregularity in the structure, that the inhomogeneity instability analyzed
in section 7.4.1 leads to small amplitude kinematic waves that propagate that
structure (see, for example, El-Kaissy and Homsy, 1976). While those struc-
tures may be quite irregular and sometimes short-lived, it is often possible to
detect their presence by cross-correlating volume fraction measurements at
two streamwise locations a short distance apart. For example, Bernier (1982)
cross-correlated the outputs from two volume fraction meters 0.108m apart
in a nominally steady vertical bubbly flow in a 0.102m diameter pipe. The
cross-correlograms displayed strong peaks that corresponded to velocities,
uSL, relative to the liquid that are shown in figure 16.3. From that figure it is
clear that uSL corresponds to the infinitesimal kinematic wave speed calcu-
lated from the measured drift flux. This confirms that the structure consists
of small amplitude kinematic waves. Similar results were later obtained for
solid/liquid mixtures by Kytomaa and Brennen (1990) and others.

It is important to note that, in these experiments, the cross-correlation
yields the speed of the propagating structure and not the speed of individ-
ual bubbles (shown for contrast as uGL in figure 16.3) because the volume
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Figure 16.3. Kinematic wave speeds, uSL (�), in nominally steady bub-
bly flows of an air/water mixture with jL = 0.169m/s in a vertical, 0.102m
diameter pipe as obtained from cross-correlograms. Also shown is the speed
of infinitesimal kinematic waves (solid line, calculated from the measured
drift flux) and the measured bubble velocities relative to the liquid (uGL,
�). Adapted from Bernier (1982).

fraction measurement performed was an average over the cross-section and
therefore an average over a volume much larger than the individual bubbles.
If the probe measuring volume were small relative to the bubble (or disperse
phase) size and if the distance between the probes was also small, then the
cross-correlation would yield the dispersed phase velocity.

16.3 TWO-COMPONENT KINEMATIC SHOCKS

16.3.1 Kinematic shock relations

The results of section 16.2.1 will now be extended by considering the re-
lations for a finite kinematic wave or shock. As sketched in figure 16.4 the
conditions ahead of the shock will be denoted by the subscript 1 and the
conditions behind the shock by the subscript 2. Two questions must be
asked. First, does such a structure exist and, if so, what is its propagation
velocity, us? Second, is the structure stable in the sense that it will per-
sist unchanged for a significant time? The first question is addressed in this
section, the second question in the section that follows. For the sake of sim-
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Figure 16.4. Velocities and volume fluxes associated with a kinematic
shock in the laboratory frame (left) and in a frame relative to the shock
(right).

plicity, any differences in the component densities across the shock will be
neglected; it is also assumed that no exchange of mass between the phases or
components occurs within the shock. In section 16.3.3, the role that might
be played by each of these effects will be considered.

To determine the speed of the shock, us, it is convenient to first apply a
Galilean transformation to the situation on the left in figure 16.4 so that
the shock position is fixed (the diagram on the right in figure 16.4). In this
relative frame we denote the velocities and fluxes by the prime. By definition
it follows that the fluxes relative to the shock are related to the fluxes in the
original frame by

j ′A1 = jA1 − α1us ; j ′B1 = jB1 − (1− α1)us (16.10)

j ′A2 = jA2 − α2us ; j ′B2 = jB2 − (1− α2)us (16.11)

Then, since the densities are assumed to be the same across the shock and
no exchange of mass occurs, conservation of mass requires that

j ′A1 = j ′A2 ; j ′B1 = j ′B2 (16.12)

Substituting the expressions 16.10 and 16.11 into equations 16.12 and re-
placing the fluxes, jA1, jA2, jB1 and jB2, using the identities 16.4 involving
the total flux, j, and the drift fluxes, jAB1 and jAB2, we obtain the following
expression for the shock propagation velocity, us:

us = j +
jAB2 − jAB1

α2 − α1
(16.13)
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where the total flux, j, is necessarily the same on both sides of the shock.
Now, if the drift flux is a function only of α it follows that this expression
can be written as

us = j +
jAB(α2) − jAB(α1)

α2 − α1
(16.14)

Note that, in the limit of a small amplitude wave (α2 → α1) this reduces,
as it must, to the expression 16.7 for the speed of an infinitesimal wave.

So now we add another aspect to figure 16.1 and indicate that, as a con-
sequence of equation 16.14, the speed of a shock between volume fractions
α2 and α1 is given by the slope of the line connecting those two points on
the drift flux curve (plus j).

16.3.2 Kinematic shock stability

The stability of the kinematic shock waves analyzed in the last section is
most simply determined by considering the consequences of the shock split-
ting into several fragments. Without any loss of generality we will assume
that component A is less dense than component B so that the drift flux,
jAB, is positive when the upward direction is defined as positive (as in figures
16.4 and 16.1).

Consider first the case in which α1 > α2 as shown in figure 16.5 and sup-
pose that the shock begins to split such that a region of intermediate vol-
ume fraction, α3, develops. Then the velocity of the shock fragment labeled
Shock 13 will be given by the slope of the line CA in the drift flux chart,
while the velocity of the shock fragment labeled Shock 32 will be given by
the slope of the line BC. The former is smaller than the speed of the original

Figure 16.5. Shock stability for α1 > α2.
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Figure 16.6. Shock instability for α1 < α2.

Shock 12 while the latter fragment has a higher velocity. Consequently, even
if such fragmentation were to occur, the shock fragments would converge and
rejoin. Another version of the same argument is to examine the velocity of
small perturbations that might move ahead of or be left behind the main
Shock 12. A small perturbation that might move ahead would travel at a
velocity given by the slope of the tangent to the drift flux curve at the point
A. Since this velocity is much smaller than the velocity of the main shock
such dispersion of the shock is not possible. Similarly, a perturbation that
might be left behind would travel with a velocity given by the slope of the
tangent at the point B and since this is larger than the shock speed the
perturbation would catch up with the shock and be reabsorbed. Therefore,
the shock configuration depicted in figure 16.5 is stable and the shock will
develop a permanent form.

On the other hand, a parallel analysis of the case in which α1 < α2 (figure
16.6), clearly leads to the conclusion that, once initiated, fragmentation
will continue since the velocity of the shock fragment Shock 13 will be
greater than the velocity of the shock fragment Shock 32. Also the kinematic
wave speed of small perturbations in α1 will be greater than the velocity of
the main shock and the kinematic wave speed of small perturbations in α2

will be smaller than the velocity of the main shock. Therefore, the shock
configuration depicted in figure 16.6 is unstable. No such shock will develop
and any imposed transient of this kind will disperse if α1 < α2.

Using the analogy with gas dynamic shocks, the case of α1 > α2 is a
compression wave and develops into a shock while the case of α1 < α2 is
an expansion wave that becomes increasingly dispersed. All of this is not
surprising since we defined A to be the less dense component and therefore
the mixture density decreases with increasing α. Therefore, in the case of
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α1 > α2, the lighter fluid is on top of the heavier fluid and this configuration
is stable whereas, in the case of α1 < α2, the heavier fluid is on top and this
configuration is unstable according to the Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis (see
section 7.5.1).

16.3.3 Compressibility and phase change effects

In this section the effects of the small pressure difference that must exist
across a kinematic shock and the consequent effects of the corresponding
density differences will be explored. The effects of phase change will also be
explored.

By applying the momentum theorem to a control volume enclosing a por-
tion of a kinematic shock in a frame of reference fixed in the shock, the
following expression for the difference in the pressure across the shock is
readily obtained:

p2 − p1 = ρA

{
(j ′A1)

2

α1
− (j ′A2)

2

α2

}
+ ρB

{
(j ′B1)

2

(1− α1)
− (j ′B2)

2

(1− α2)

}
(16.15)

Here we have assumed that any density differences that might occur will be
second order effects. Since j ′A1 = j ′A2 and j ′B1 = j ′B2, it follows that

p2 − p1 =
ρA(1 − α1)(1− α2)

(α1 − α2)

{
jAB1

(1− α1)
− jAB2

(1− α2)

}2

− ρBα1α2

(α1 − α2)

{
jAB1

α1
− jAB2

α2

}2

(16.16)

Since the expressions inside the curly brackets are of order (α1 − α2), the
order of magnitude of p2 − p1 is given by

p2 − p1 = O
(
(α1 − α2)ρu2

AB

)
(16.17)

provided neither α1 nor α2 are close to zero or unity. Here ρ is some represen-
tative density, for example the mixture density or the density of the heavier
component. Therefore, provided the relative velocity, uAB, is modest, the
pressure difference across the kinematic shock is small. Consequently, the
dynamic effects on the shock are small. If, under unusual circumstances,
(α1 − α2)ρu2

AB were to become significant compared with p1 or p2, the char-
acter of the shock would begin to change substantially.

Consider, now, the effects of the differences in density that the pressure
difference given by equation 16.17 imply. Suppose that the component B is
incompressible but that the component A is a compressible gas that behaves
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isothermally so that
ρA1

ρA2
− 1 = δ =

p1

p2
− 1 (16.18)

If the kinematic shock analysis of section 16.3.1 is revised to incorporate a
small density change (δ � 1) in component A, the result is the following
modification to equation 16.13 for the shock speed:

us = j1 +
jAB2 − jAB1

α2 − α1
− δ(1− α2)(jAB1α2 − jAB2α1)

(α2 − α1)(α2 − α1 − α2(1− α1)δ)
(16.19)

where terms of order δ2 have been neglected. The last term in equation
16.19 represents the first order modification to the propagation speed caused
by the compressibility of component A. From equations 16.17 and 16.18,
it follows that the order of magnitude of δ is (α1 − α2)ρu2

AB/p where p

is a representative pressure. Therefore, from equation 16.19, the order of
magnitude of the correction to us is ρu3

AB/p which is the typical velocity,
uAB , multiplied by a Mach number. Clearly, this is usually a negligible
correction.

Another issue that may arise concerns the effect of phase change in the
shock. A different modification to the kinematic shock analysis allows some
evaluation of this effect. Assume that, within the shock, mass is transfered
from the more dense component B (the liquid phase) to the component A
(or vapor phase) at a condensation rate equal to I per unit area of the shock.
Then, neglecting density differences, the kinematic shock analysis leads to
the following modified form of equation 16.13:

us = j1 +
jAB2 − jAB1

α2 − α1
+

I

(α1 − α2)

{
(1 − α2)
ρA

+
α2

ρB

}
(16.20)

Since α1 > α2 it follows that the propagation speed increases as the con-
densation rate increases. Under these circumstances, it is clear that the
propagation speed will become greater than jA1 or j1 and that the flux of
vapor (component A) will be down through the shock. Thus, we can visu-
alize that the shock will evolve from a primarily kinematic shock to a much
more rapidly propagating condensation shock (see section 9.5.3).

16.4 EXAMPLES OF KINEMATIC WAVE ANALYSES

16.4.1 Batch sedimentation

Since it presents a useful example of kinematic shock propagation, we shall
consider the various phenomena that occur in batch sedimentation. For sim-
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Figure 16.7. Type I batch sedimentation.

Figure 16.8. Drift flux chart and sedimentation evolution diagram for
Type I batch sedimentation.

plicity, it is assumed that this process begins with a uniform suspension of
solid particles of volume fraction, α0, in a closed vessel (figure 16.7(a)). Con-
ceptually, it is convenient to visualize gravity being switched on at time,
t = 0. Then the sedimentation of the particles leaves an expanding clear
layer of fluid at the top of the vessel as indicated in figure 16.7(b). This im-
plies that at time t = 0 a kinematic shock is formed at the top of the vessel.
This shock is the moving boundary between the region A of figure 16.7(b)
in which α = 0 and the region B in which α = α0. It travels downward at
the shock propagation speed given by the slope of the line AB in figure
16.8(left) (note that in this example j = 0).

Now consider the corresponding events that occur at the bottom of the
vessel. Beginning at time t = 0, particles will start to come to rest on the
bottom and a layer comprising particles in a packed state at α = αm will
systematically grow in height (we neglect any subsequent adjustments to
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Figure 16.9. Drift flux chart for Type III sedimentation.

the packing that might occur as a result of the increasing overburden). A
kinematic shock is therefore present at the interface between the packed
region D (figure 16.7(b)) and the region B; clearly this shock is also formed
at the bottom at time t = 0 and propagates upward. Since the conditions
in the packed bed are such that both the particle and liquid flux are zero
and, therefore, the drift flux is zero, this state is represented by the point
D in the drift flux chart, figure 16.8(left) (rather than the point C). It
follows that, provided that none of the complications discussed later occur,
the propagation speed of the upward moving shock is given by the slope of
the line BD in figure 16.8(left). Note that both the downward moving AB
shock and the upward moving BD shock are stable.

The progress of the batch sedimentation process can be summarized in a
time evolution diagram such as figure 16.8(right) in which the elevations of
the shocks are plotted as a function of time. When the AB and BD shocks
meet at time t = t1, the final packed bed depth equal to α0h0/αm is achieved
and the sedimentation process is complete. Note that

t1 =
h0α0(αm − α0)
αmjSL(α0)

=
h0(αm − α0)

αm(1− α0)uSL(α0)
(16.21)

The simple batch evolution described above is known as Type I sedimen-
tation. There are, however, other complications that can arise if the shape
of the drift flux curve and the value of α0 are such that the line connecting
B and D in figure 16.8(left) intersects the drift flux curve. Two additional
types of sedimentation may occur under those circumstances and one of
these, Type III, is depicted in figures 16.9 and 16.10. In figure 16.9, the line
STD is tangent to the drift flux curve at the point T and the point P is
the point of inflection in the drift flux curve. Thus are the volume fractions,
αS , αP and αT defined. If α0 lies between αS and αP the process is known
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Figure 16.10. Sketch and evolution diagram for Type III sedimentation.

as Type III sedimentation and this proceeds as follows (the line BQ is a
tangent to the drift flux curve at the point Q and defines the value of αQ).
The first shock to form at the bottom is one in which the volume fraction
is increased from α0 to αQ. As depicted in figure 16.10 this is followed by a
continuous array of small kinematic waves through which the volume frac-
tion is increased from αQ to αT . Since the speeds of these waves are given
by the slopes of the drift flux curve at the appropriate volume fractions,
they travel progressively more slowly than the initial BQ shock. Finally this
kinematic wave array is followed by a second, upward moving shock, the TD
shock across which the volume fraction increases from αQ to αm. While this
package of waves is rising from the bottom, the usual AB shock is moving
down from the top. Thus, as depicted in figure 16.10, the sedimentation
process is more complex but, of course, arrives at the same final state as in
Type I.

A third type, Type II, occurs when the initial volume fraction, α0, is
between αP and αT . This evolves in a manner similar to Type III except
that the kinematic wave array is not preceded by a shock like the BQ shock
in Type III.

16.4.2 Dynamics of cavitating pumps

Another very different example of the importance of kinematic waves and
their interaction with dynamic waves occurs in the context of cavitating
pumps. The dynamics of cavitating pumps are particularly important be-
cause of the dangers associated with the instabilities such as cavitation surge
(see section 15.6.2) that can result in very large pressure and flow rate oscil-
lations in the entire system of which the pumps are a part (Brennen 1994).
Therefore, in many pumping systems (for example the fuel and oxidizer sys-
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tems of a liquid-propelled rocket engine), it is very important to be able to
evaluate the stability of that system and knowledge of the transfer function
for the cavitating pumps is critical to that analysis (Rubin 1966).

For simplicity in this analytical model, the pump inlet and discharge flows
are assumed to be purely incompressible liquid (density ρL). Then the inlet
and discharge flows can be characterized by two flow variables; convenient
choices are the total pressure, pT

i , and the mass flow rate, ṁi, where the
inlet and discharge quantities are given by i = 1 and i = 2 respectively as
described in section 15.7.2. Consider now the form of the transfer function
(equation 15.10) connecting these fluctuating quantities. As described in
section 15.7.2 the transfer function will be a function not only of frequency
but also of the pump geometry and the parameters defining the mean flow
(see section 8.4.1). The instantaneous flow rates at inlet and discharge will
be different because of the rate of change of the total volume, V , of cavitation
within the pump. In the absence of cavitation, the pump transfer function
is greatly simplified since (a) if the liquid and structural compressibilities
are are neglected then ṁ1 = ṁ2 and it follows that T21 = 0, T22 = 1 and (b)
since the total pressure difference across the pump must be independent of
the pressure level it follows that T11 = 1. Thus the non-cavitating transfer
function has only one non-trivial component, namely T12 where −T12 is
known as the pump impedance. As long as the real part of −T12, the pump
resistance, is positive, the pump is stable at all frequencies. Instabilities only
occur at off-design operating points where the resistance becomes negative
(when the slope of the total pressure rise against flow rate characteristic
becomes positive). Measurements of T12 (which is a function of frequency)
can be found in Anderson et al. (1971) and Ng and Brennen (1976).

A cavitating pump is much more complex because all four elements of [T ]
are then non-trivial. The first complete measurements of [T ] were obtained
by Ng and Brennen (1976) (see also Brennen et al. 1982). These revealed
that cavitation could cause the pump dynamic characteristics to become
capable of initiating instability in the system in which it operates. This
helped explain the cavitation surge instability described in section 15.6.2.
Recall that cavitation surge occurs when the pump resistance (the real part
of −T12) is positive; thus it results from changes in the other elements of [T ]
that come about as a result of cavitation.

A quasistatic approach to the construction of the transfer function of a
cavitating pump was first laid out by Brennen and Acosta (1973, 1976) and
proceeds as follows. The steady state total pressure rise across the pump,
ΔpT (pT

1 , ṁ) and the steady state volume of cavitation in the pump, V (pT
1 , ṁ)
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Figure 16.11. Typical measured transfer functions for a cavitating pump
operating at five different cavitation numbers, σ = (A) 0.37, (C) 0.10, (D)
0.069, (G) 0.052 and (H) 0.044. Real and imaginary parts which are denoted
by the solid and dashed lines respectively, are plotted against the non-
dimensional frequency, ω/Ω; rt is the impeller tip radius. Adapted from
Brennen et al. (1982).

will both be functions of the mean mass flow rate ṁ. They will also be
functions of the inlet pressure (or, more accurately, the inlet pressure minus
the vapor pressure) because this will change the cavitation number and the
total pressure rise may depend on the cavitation number as discussed in
section 8.4.1. Note that V is not just a function of cavitation number but
also depends on ṁ because changing ṁ changes the angle of incidence on
the blades and therefore the volume of cavitation bubbles produced. Given
these two functions we could then construct the quasistatic or low frequency
form of the transfer function as

[T ] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 + d(ΔpT )

dpT
1

|ṁ dΔpT

dṁ |pT
1

iωρL
dV
dpT

1
|ṁ 1 + iωρL

dV
dṁ |pT

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (16.22)
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The constant K∗ = −ρL(dV/dpT
1 )ṁ is known as the cavitation compliance

while the constant M∗ = −ρL(dV/dṁ)pT
1

is called the cavitation mass flow
gain factor. Later, we comment further on these important elements of the
transfer function.

Typical measured transfer functions (in non-dimensional form) for a cavi-
tating pump are shown in figure 16.11 for operation at four different cavita-
tion numbers. Note that case (A) involved virtually no cavitation and that
the volume of cavitation increases as σ decreases. In the figure, the real and
imaginary parts of each of the elements are shown by the solid and dashed
lines respectively, and are plotted against a non-dimensional frequency. Note
that both the compliance, K∗, and the mass flow gain factor, M∗, increase
monotonically as the cavitation number decreases.

In order to model the dynamics of the cavitation and generate some un-
derstanding of data such as that of figure 16.11, we have generated a simple
bubbly flow model (Brennen 1978) of the cavitating flow in the blade pas-
sages of the pump. The essence of this model is depicted schematically in
figure 16.12, that shows the blade passages as they appear in a developed,
cylindrical surface within an axial-flow impeller. The cavitation is modeled
as a bubbly mixture that extends over a fraction, ε, of the length of each
blade passage before collapsing at a point where the pressure has risen to
a value that causes collapse. This quantity, ε, will in practice vary inversely
with the cavitation number, σ, (experimental observations of the pump of
figure 16.11 indicate ε ≈ 0.02/σ) and therefore ε is used in the model as a
surrogate for σ. The bubbly flow model then seeks to understand how this
flow will respond to small, linear fluctuations in the pressures and mass flow
rates at the pump inlet and discharge. Pressure perturbations at inlet will

Figure 16.12. Schematic of the bubbly flow model for the dynamics of
cavitating pumps (adapted from Brennen 1978).
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cause pressure waves to travel through the bubbly mixture and this part of
the process is modeled using a mixture compressibility parameter, K∗∗, that
essentially fixes the wave speed. In addition, fluctuations in the inlet flow
rate produce fluctuations in the angle of incidence that cause fluctuations in
the rate of production of cavitation at inlet. These disturbances would then
propagate down the blade passage as kinematic or concentration waves that
travel at the mean mixture velocity. This process is modeled by a factor of
proportionality, M∗∗, that relates the fluctuation in the angle of incidence
to the fluctuations in the void fraction. Neither of the parameters, K∗∗ or
M∗∗, can be readily estimated analytically; they are, however, the two key
features in the bubbly flow model. Moreover they respectively determine
the cavitation compliance and the mass flow gain factor; see Brennen (1994)
for the specific relationships between K∗∗ and K∗ and between M∗∗ and
M∗. Comparison of the model predictions with the experimental measure-
ments indicate that K∗∗ = 1.3 and M∗∗ = 0.8 are appropriate values and,
with these, the complete theoretical transfer functions for various cavitation
numbers are as depicted in figure 16.13. This should be compared with the
experimentally obtained transfer functions of figure 16.11. Note that, with
only a small number of discrepancies, the general features of the experi-
mental transfer functions, and their variation with cavitation number, are
reproduced by the model.

Following its verification, we must then ask how this knowledge of the
pump transfer function might be used to understand cavitation-induced in-
stabilities. In a given system, a stability analysis requires a complete model
(transfer functions) of all the system elements; then a dynamic model must
be constructed for the entire system. By interrogating the model, it is then
possible to identify the key physical processes that promote instability. In
the present case, such an interrogation leads to the conclusion that it is the
formation and propagation of the kinematic waves that are responsible for
those features of the transfer function (in particular the mass flow gain fac-
tor) that lead to cavitation-induced instability. In comparison, the acoustic
waves and the cavitation compliance have relatively benign consequences.
Hence a more complete understanding of the mass flow gain factor and the
kinematic wave production processes that contribute to it will be needed to
enhance our ability to predict these instabilities.
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Figure 16.13. Theoretical transfer functions calculated from the bubbly
flow model for comparison with the experimental results of figure 16.11.
The calculations use K∗∗ = 1.3 and M∗∗ = 0.8 (adapted from Brennen et
al. 1982).

16.5 TWO-DIMENSIONAL KINEMATIC
WAVES

Noting that all of the above analyses are for simple one-dimensional flow, we
should add a footnote on the nature of kinematic waves and shocks in a more
general three-dimensional flow. Though the most general analysis is quite
complex, a relative simple extension of the results of the preceding sections
is obtained when attention is restricted to those flows in which the direction
of the relative velocity vector, uABi, is everywhere the same. Such would be
the case, for example, for a relative velocity caused by buoyancy alone. Let
that be the 1 direction (so that uAB2 = 0) and consider, therefore, a planar
flow in the 12 plane in which, as depicted in figure 16.14, the kinematic
wave or shock is inclined at an angle, θ, to the 2 direction and is moving at
a velocity, qs, normal to itself. It is readily shown that the volume flux of
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Figure 16.14. A two-dimensional kinematic wave or shock.

any component, N , normal to and relative to the shock is

αN (uN2 sin θ + uN1 cos θ − qs) (16.23)

and the total volume flux, jθ, relative to the shock is

jθ = j2 sin θ + j1 cos θ − qs (16.24)

Now consider a multiphase flow consisting of two components A and B, with
velocity vectors, uAi, uBi, with volume flux vectors, jAi, jBi, with volume
fractions, αA = α, αB = 1 − α, and with a drift flux vector, uABi where, in
the present case, uAB2 = 0. If the indices a and b denote conditions on the
two sides of the shock, and if the individual volume fluxes into and out of
the shock are equated, we obtain, two relations. The first relation simply
states that the total volume flux, jθ, must be the same on the two sides of
the shock. The second relation yields:

qs = jθ + cos θ
{
jAB1a − jAB1b

αa − αb

}
(16.25)

which, in the case of a infinitesimal wave, becomes

qs = jθ + cos θ
djAB1

dα

∣∣∣∣
α

(16.26)

These are essentially the same as the one-dimensional results, equations
16.13 and 16.7, except for the cos θ. Consequently, within the restricted
class of flows considered here, the propagation and evolution of a kinematic
wave or shock in two- and three- dimensions can be predicted if the drift
flux function, jAB1(α), is known and its direction is uniform.
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